
This is BBW, he loves to help 
people to look after their teeth.



BBW is an expert on teeth
Just look how healthy his teeth are!



BBW is going to show 
you why it’s important 

to take good care of 
your teeth and gums.



What do you use 
your teeth for?



What do you use your teeth for?
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What can you do to 
look after your teeth? 



What can you do to look 
after your teeth.

Visiting
the 

dentist

Eating
healthy
foods

Brushing



Here are some of the things 
we need to help us to have 

healthy teeth and gums.

TimerToothpasteToothbrush



Your toothbrush cleans away the 
germs from your teeth and gums. 

The germs are called plaque.



When you have sugary things, the 
plaque turns the sugar into an acid.



The acid makes holes in your teeth.



You should brush your teeth 
twice a day, in the morning and 

last thing at night before you go 
to bed to get rid of the plaque.
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Use small round movements, making
sure you brush your gums too!



The toothpaste has
fluoride in it to help make

your teeth strong. 
The minty taste also makes

your mouth smell fresh.



When you’ve finished 
brushing spit out the toothpaste 

and remember not to rinse!



You need a timer to make sure you 
spend long enough brushing your teeth.

Set the timer for 2 minutes.



If BBW is hungry or thirsty in between
meals, he chooses snacks and drinks

that are kind to his teeth.



BBW loves sweets and juice, but 
he only has them at meal times.



It’s also important you 
visit your dentist for a 

check-up TWICE a year.



The dentist uses a mirror to 
check your teeth and gums.



The dentist will have a light 
so that he can see to the back of 

your mouth where it is dark.



BBW is now going to 
show you how your mouth

changes as you grow.



When you were first born 
you didn’t have any teeth.



Your baby teeth started to grow when
you were about six months old.



You get 20 baby teeth.
10 at the bottom and 10 at the top.



When you are 6 or 7 your baby 
teeth start to fall out and new, 
adult teeth grow in their place.



By the time you are 13 all of your baby
teeth will have fallen out and most of your

adult teeth will have come through.



These adult teeth will 
have to last you for the 

rest of your life so make
sure you remember what

BBW has told you and 
take good care of them!


